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Powershell string concatenation

Strings concatenation in PowerShell is an everyday task for almost every Windows IT worker or Microsoft platform developer today. There are a few ways to achieve thisOur variables $ hello = Hello $world = WorldThe common usageUsing built-in methods in PowerShell # Linked using + $concatenatedString = $hello + +
+ $world + ! # Using nested variables $embeddedString = $hello $world! # Using string. Format powershell version (-f for format) $formattedString = {0} {1}! -f $hello, $worldUsing native .net methods# Use string. Link $concatenateString = [System.String]::Link($hello, $world, !) # Using string. Format $formattedString =
[System.String]::Format({0} {1}!, $hello, $world)PreferenceThat is up to you, performance-wise there is little or no difference when you do a million cycles. My personal preference would be the native .net methods as that's what I'm used to reading and I like to keep things simple. What will happen to line breaks using the
different methodsContcatenated using + with line breaks $ linkedStren = $hello + + $world + ! Returns the entire string in one line of Hello World! Using embedded variables$embeddedString = $hello $world! Returns a line broken string Hello World! Using string. Format powershell version (-f for format)$formattedString =
{0} {1}! -f $hello, $worldReturns a line broken string Hello World! Using string. Link$LinkedStren = [System.String]::Link($hello, $world, !) Returns the entire string in one line of Hello World! Using string. Format$formattedString = [System.String]::Format( {0} {1}!, $hello, $world)Returns the entire string on one line Of Hello
World! Using string. Format$formattedString = [System.String]::Format( {0} {1}!, $hello, $world)Returns a line broken string Hello World! Enjoy Strings in PowerShell leave a lot up to the coder to get them right. Strings are a simple data type and are frankly not that hard to get right. But if you want to up your game and go
from writing good code to great code, you should know a few things. Single and double quotation marks ^In PowerShell there are two ways to define a string: using single quotation marks or double quotation marks. Both create the same System.String object, but what happens within these strings is different. $string =
'foo' $string = fooOnly when you define a string without variables inside, always use single quotation marks. Individual quotes do not attempt to expand any variables inside and treat the string literally. This is a little bit faster to process, eliminates the possibility of unwanted variable expansion, and is just more intentional.
However, when you need to expand a variable in a string, use double quotation marks. $foo = 'variable' $string = this is $variable$string = this is a $variableBrug only double quotation marks when variables expand. But I would also argue even then, we can get away from the fact that, with the help of formatting instead.
String formatting ^String formatting is a way to insert something into a string. But this time we don't need double quotes! Instead, we put a placeholder value in the string, which then points to the text we'd like to replace for that placeholder. For example, maybe I've got two variables I'd like extended inside a single string.
To make things more interesting, let's say that instead of a simple variable, I want to refer to an object property. Using double quotes, I would have to surround the object property reference with $() as shown below. $obj = [pscustomobject]@{ &amp;nbsp;&amp;nbsp;&amp;nbsp; Type = 'string'
&amp;nbsp;&amp;nbsp;&amp;nbsp; Label = 'good' } $string = This is a $($obj. Type). It's $($obj. Label). $obj = [pscustomobject]@{&amp;nbsp;&amp;nbsp;&amp;nbsp; Type = 'string'&amp;nbsp;&amp;nbsp;&amp;nbsp; Label = 'good'$string = This is a $($obj. Type). It's $($obj. Label). Or I could use strict formatting to
clean up this code a bit. Instead of spending $() inside my code, I simply have to add placeholder values in the form of {0}, {1}, etc. to specify the order in which to define those values. Here's how the above example would look using string formatting. $obj = [pscustomobject]@{ &amp;nbsp;&amp;nbsp;&amp;nbsp; Type =
'string' &amp;nbsp;&amp;nbsp;&amp;nbsp; Label = 'good' } $string = 'This is a {0}. It's {1}.' -f $obj. Write,$obj. Label$obj = [pscustomobject]@{&amp;nbsp;&amp;nbsp;&amp;nbsp; Type = 'string'&amp;nbsp;&amp;nbsp;&amp;nbsp; Label = 'good'$string = 'This is a {0}. It's {1}.' -f $obj. Write,$obj. LabelString formatting in
PowerShellYou see I have replaced the $ (were) references inside the string with numbered placeholders. I then use -f followed by the values I would like to be replaced on these placeholders. String formatting is a cleaner way to insert variables into a string. String concatenation ^ String linking is an area of PowerShell
where I see a lot of people bring over how they have done things in other languages. For example, Python and other popular languages typically link strings using the +operator. &gt;&gt;&gt; var = 'foo' &gt;&gt;&gt; var2 = 'bar' &gt;&gt;&gt; var + var2 'foobar'. PS&gt; $var = 'foo' PS&gt; $var 2 = 'bar' PS&gt; $var + $var 2
foobar But just because we can do it doesn't necessarily mean we should. Using + operator works, but some would argue it's not as intuitive as putting variables inside a double quote using strict formatting to do the same. PS&gt; $var = 'foo' PS&gt; $var 2 = 'bar' PS&gt; $var$var2 foobar PS&gt; '{0}{1}' -f $var.$var 2
foobarPS&gt; '{0}{1}' -f $var,$var 2 In my opinion, there is no need to use + operator to link Instead, use string formatting. It's a matter of debate, but personally, strict formatting is the most intuitive way to combine strings. Join the 4sysops PowerShell Group! Your question was not answered? Ask in the forum! Strings in
PowerShell are probably the most commonly used data type in PowerShell. From From messages, asking for input, or sending data to files, it is almost impossible to write scripts without strings involved. In this article, you'll learn that strings aren't just for reading and viewing. They can also be manipulated to fit the
purpose of whatever task you can write the script for. Like, replace characters or whole words, link strings to form a new string, or even split a string into multiple strings. Understanding strings According to . NET definition of string – A string is a sequential collection of characters used to represent text. In summary, as
long as there is a sequence of characters that make up a text that is a string. The definition of system strings in PowerShell strings is defined by enclosing a series of characters in single or double-taps. Below are examples of a string. PS&gt; 'Hello PowerShell - Today is $(Get-Date)'PS&gt; Hello PowerShell - Today is
$(Get-Date) Strings are actually System.Strings in .NET. As you can see in the example above, surrounded the first string with a single quote, and the second string surrounded by a doubleciritat. If you're wondering, the only difference between the two is that double quote strings support string expansion, while a single
quote represents only constant strings. To confirm the single-quote vs double-quote concept when you insert both strings from the example above in PowerShell. The screenshot below shows that a single quoted string returns the exact literal string that was defined. While the double-quoted string returns the string with
the expression result of the get-date cmdlet. Simple quote vs. Double quote string output The result shown above shows the difference between when it is appropriate to use single or double quotation marks when defining strings. The string object As specified in the previous paragraph, the collection of characters that
make up a text is a string. The resulting value of the string is the string object. The string object is a . NET object of type [System.String]. And because System.String is an object, it has properties that you can access using the Get-Member cmdlet. Below we insert a variable into a string with double quotation marks.
PS&gt; Hello PowerShell - Today is the $(Get-Date) | Get-Member= The screenshot below shows TypeName and the partial list of properties of the String object. Properties for string objects that link PowerShell String String String Linking are described as joining two or more strings, essentially creating a string object
from multiple separate string objects. PowerShell methods link strings. Each method is different, and whichever method you use depends on how you plan to implement string quota. A typical example of using strict linking in the real world is Active Directory user creation. Maybe For example, a user creation script that
takes the first name, last name, and department values from a list. Using string account nation, you can formulate the default name convention for name, display name, user name, and email address. In this example, work with the strings below. Copy this code below and paste it into your PowerShell session. $domain =
'contoso.com' $firstname = 'Jack' $lastname = 'Ripper' $department = 'Health' Using the above sample variables, the aim is to derive the following values listed below by linking the strings together. Name = first name last nameDisplayName = first name last name (department)SamAccountName =
firstname.lastnameEmailAddress = [email protected] In the next sections, the values listed above will be created using the various string linking methods available in PowerShell. Let's start! Using the PowerShell Strings Concatenation Operator programming languages, have their own string quotas used to link strings.
For example, in Visual Basic, the linking method is the following: PowerShell also has its own linking method, which is the plus sign (+). Using the string conco0ation operator, you can link strings using the code below. ## Name $firstname + $lastname ## DisplayName $firstname + + $lastname + ' (' + $department + ')' ##
SamAccountName $firstname + '.' + $lastname# Email address $firstname + '.' + $lastname + '@' + $domain Using the Power StringShells extension The use of string extension may be the method of string extension resulting in the shortest code when linking strings. You will see from the code below that all that is
needed is to arrange the strings as they should be displayed and enclose them inside double-quotes. # Use String Expansion ## Name $firstname $lastname ## DisplayName $firstname $lastname ($department) ## SamAccountName $firstname.$lastname ## Email Address [email protected]$domain Then the
PowerShell string is interpreted and handles expansion inside the dual insertion string to output the linked string as a result. You can see the preview output below. Use string extension Using the PowerShell format operator uses the format operator (-f) mostly for composite formatting. What is important to remember is
that with this method, there are three parts to use -f. See the third line in the code below. {0} {1} represents the format and placeholders. The numbers in the curly parentheses indicate the index of the string in the collection to display instead. Quotation marks can be single or double quotation marks. The string collection
as an input in this example is represented by $firstname.$lastname. This means that the index for $firstname is 0, while $lastname is 1. Finally, the place between the placeholder and the collection of strings is represented by ## Name {0} {1} -f $firstname.$lastname ## DisplayName {0} {1} ({2}) -f
$firstname.$lastname.$department ##SamAccountName {0}. {1} -f $firstname.$lastname ## E-mail address {0}. {1}@{2} -f $firstname.$lastname.$domain The above will result in the results shown below. Using the PowerShell -Join Operator -Join operator -Join format operator in two ways. The first way to use -Join is by
following it with the array of strings you want to link. -The join operator does not allow you to add a delimiter. All the strings in the matrix will be glued together with nothing in between. -Join &lt;String[]&gt;The other way to use the Join operator is to specify the delimiter to use. The array of strings will be assembled, but
the specified delimiter character will be inserted between each string. &lt;String[]&gt;-Join &lt;Delimiter&gt;Goes back to the goal of linking strings, the code below shows how to use -Join operator to put together strings. # # Name $firstname, $lastname -join ' ## DisplayName $firstname,$lastname,($department) -join ' # #
SamAccountName -join ($firstname,',',$lastname) ## Email Address -join ($firstname,'.',$lastname,'@',$domain) When you run the example code above iShell Power, you would expect to see a similar output to the one shown below. Using the PowerShell join operator .NET String.Format() Method .NET String.Format is .
net counterpart to the PowerShell format operator.  It works in the same way as the format operator where the format and placeholders are to be specified. ## Name [string]::Format({0} {1},$firstname.$lastname) ## DisplayName [string]::Format({0} {1} ({2}),$firstname.$lastname.$department) ## SamAccountName
[string]::Format({2}), $firstname.$lastname.$department) ## SamAccountName [string]::Format({2} {0} {<3>.{ 1},$firstname.$lastname) ## Email address [string]::Format({0}.{ 1}@{2}.$firstname.$lastname.$domain) The screenshot below shows the String.Format in Action method. .NET String.Format method .NET
String.Concat() Method Another method to concatenate strings is to use the .Net String.Concat Method. .NET String.Concat method is . Net counterpart to the PowerShell String String Operator (+). However, instead of using the + character to finish the strings, you can add all the strings in the method like this –
[string]:::Concat(string1,string2...). ## Name [string]::Link($firstname,' ',$lastname) ## DisplayName [string]::Link($firstname,' ',$lastname,' (',$department,')') ## SamAccountName [string]:::Concat($firstname,'.',$lastname) ## Email address [string]:::Concat($firstname,'.',$lastname,'@',$domain) The screenshot below
shows the result of activating the .NET String.Concat method. You can see that PowerShell has merged string1, string2. Using the .NET String.Concat method .NET String.Join() Method .NET String.Join is .&lt;/Delimiter&gt; &lt;/String[]&gt; &lt;/String[]&gt;. The PowerShell Join Operator (JOIN) NET Method Counter pc.
The format for this method is [string]::Join(&lt;delimiter&gt;&lt;string1&gt;,&lt;string2&gt;,...). The first element of the Join method is always delimiter. Then, the subsequent item values are the strings that you want to link. See the sample code below. Remember, the first item is always delimiter. If you don't want to add a
delimiter, you can specify this - &gt; ''. ## Name [string]::Join(' ',$firstname,$lastname) ## DisplayName [string]::Join(' ',$firstname,$lastname,($department)) ## SamAccountName [string]::Join(',$firstname,'' .',$lastname) ## Email address [string]::Join(',$firstname,'.',',$lastname,'@',$domain) .NET String.Join method
Splitting PowerShell Strings You have seen several different methods for linking strings in the previous section. In this section, learn about the different ways to use PowerShell to split strings. Splitting strings is the reverse action of linking. You can split strings in PowerShell in two different ways — the split
function/method or split operator. Splitting strings with the split method() If you're looking for a simple way to split a string to create an array, look no further than the split method(). The split() method is on each string object and can split a string into an array based on a non-regex character. For example, if you have a
string like green|f|and|ham, and you want to create an array like @('green','eggs','and'and''him'), you can split this string on the tube symbol (|) as in the following snippet. $string = 'green|sena|og|ham' $string.split('|') You can then see that PowerShell splits the string into the desired system with the tube symbol. The
split() method is a simple way to split strings, but is limited. The split() method does not allow the split of strings via regular expressions. If you need more advanced features to split a string, learn about the split operator. The split Operator The main operator that can be used to split strings in PowerShell is the -Split
operator. By default, the Split operator splits the strings between spaces or with specific bounding marks. Below is the -Split operator syntax for the reference. Remember to note the difference between the unary and binary split. # Unary Split -Split &lt;String&gt;-Split (&lt;String[]&gt;) #Binary Split &lt;String&gt;-Split
&lt;Delimiter&gt;[,&lt;Max Substrings&gt;[,&lt;Options&gt;]] &lt;String&gt;Split { }&lt;ScriptBlock&gt;[, ] In this example, the &lt;Max substrings&gt;$string variable has the value of a single line string. The -Split operator then splits each line string into a PowerShell string system. The resulting split string is stored in the $split
variable. ## Splitting strings into strings # Assign a string value to $string variable $string = 'This phrase &lt;/ScriptBlock&gt; &lt;/String&gt; &lt;/Options&gt; &lt;/Max-substrings&gt; &lt;/Delimiter&gt; &lt;/String&gt; &lt;/String[]&gt; &lt;/String&gt; &lt;/string2&gt; &lt;/string1&gt; &lt;/delimiter&gt; &lt;/delimiter&gt; space' # Split
the value of $string and save the result to $split the variable $split = -split $string # Get the counting of the resulting substrings $split. Count # Show the resulting substrings $split As you can see from the result above, what was originally a single string was divided into 7 substrings. It shows how PowerShell split a string
into an array. Character DelimiterA In the previous example, the operator -Split splits each string object into multiple substrings, even without specifying a delimiter. this is because the standard boundaries of the split operator are spaces. But demarcations can also be characters, strings, patterns, or script blocks. In this
example, the delimiter used is semicolon ;. ## Split of strings in strings with Delimiter # Assign a string value to the variable $string $string = 'This;phrase;will;be;split;medium;semicolon' # Split the value of $string and save the result to the variable $split $split = $string -split ; # Get the count of the resulting substrings
$split. Count #Show the resulting $split When you test the above code in PowerShell, you get this result below. Splitting a string into substrings with character delimiters You notice from the above output that the delimiter sign was completely omitted from the resulting substrings. If for any reason the delimiter must retain
the delimiter character, the delimiter can be preserved by enclosing the character in a parenthesis. $split = $string split (;) $split. Count $split After changing the split delimiter, as shown above, it will result in the output shown below. Splitting a string on the semicolon The result above shows that the delimiter characters
are not omitted and counted into the resulting substrings. The string delimiter strings can also be broken down by another string as the delimiter. In this example, the day string is used as a delimiter. $daysOfTheWeek= 'Monday,Tuesday,Wednesday,Thursday,Friday,Saturday', $daysOfTheWeek -split day Script Block
Delimits A scriptBlock as the delimiter allows -Split operator to perform custom or complex breakdown of strings. In the preceding examples, the delimiter character or string is used to split the strings. Using a script block, you can create an expression that effectively uses more than one delimiter. The example below uses
the expression {$PSItem -eq 'e' or $PSItem -eq 'y'} , which means that the string is split if the incoming character is 'e' or 'a'. $daysOfTheWeek= 'monday,Tuesday,Thursday,Friday,Friday$daysOfTheWeek Sunday' $daysOfTheWeek -split {$PSItem -eq 'e' -or $PSItem -eq 'y'} And when you run this command above, the
output will be substrings shared with the bounding characters inside specified in the expression in the script block. Split a string into substrings with a script Delimits This next example does a little bit more with a script block. This time, the expression evaluates whether: The incoming character passes as an integer; andAt
its value higher than 1 If the result of the evaluation is true, the operator -Split will use this character as a delimiter. Error handling is also added to ensure that errors are filtered out. $daysOfTheWeek= 'monday1tuesday2wednesday3thurday1friday4saturday8sunday' $daysOfTheWeek -split { try { [int]$PSItem -gt 1 }
catch { #DO NOTHING } } After running the code shown above, the expectation is that the string will be split at the point where the character value can be cast as an integer with a value higher than 1. The following shows the expected production. Splitting a string into substrings with a script block delimiter RegEx
delimiter By default, the -Split operator uses RegEx to match the specified delimiter. This means that you can also use RegEx as delimiters for splitting strings. In this next example, the string contains word characters and non-word characters. The goal is to split the string with non-word characters. In RegEx, non-word
characters are represented by \W, while word characters matching these characters - [a-zA-Z0-9_] are represented by \w. $daysOfTheWeek= 'monday=tuesday*wednesday#friday!saturday(Sunday' $daysOfTheWeek -split \W It is also possible to prevent the Split operator from splitting a string into a number of
subordinates. The option that can be used to limit the substring result is the &lt;Max substrings&gt;parameter. When you refer back to the -Split, &lt;Max substrings&gt;syntax, the parameter is the parameter that follows the &lt;Delimited&gt; parameter directly. The syntax appears again below as a reference.
&lt;String&gt;-Split &lt;Delimiter&gt;[,&lt;Max-substrings&gt;[,&lt;Options&gt;]] After the syntax above, the following sample code is changed to limit the number of split/child substrings to 3. $daysOfTheWeek= 'Monday,Tuesday,Wednesday,Thursday,Saturday,Saturday', $daysOfTheWeek -split ,,3 And the code above runs
the results above for this production. As you can see from the output below, the string was only divided into three substrings. The remaining demarcations were skipped. If you limit the number of substrings from the first 3 matched delimiters now, you can change the parameter value to a negative value if you want
&lt;Max substrings&gt;limit the substrings, but vice versa. In the next example, &lt;Max-substrings&gt;changes to -3. $daysOfTheWeek= 'Monday,Tuesday,Thursday,Friday,Saturday,Sunday', $daysOfTheWeek -split ,-3 And as a result of the changed code above, the string was split from the last three matched delimiters.
Limiting the number of substrings starting from the last 3 matched delimiters Find and replace strings in this section, you will learn about the two methods that can be used to search for&lt;/Max substrings&gt; &lt;/Options&gt; &lt;/Max-substrings&gt; &lt;/Delimiter&gt; &lt;/String&gt; &lt;/Delimited&gt; &lt;/Max-substrings&gt;
&lt;/Max-substrings&gt; &lt;/Max-substrings&gt; For example, you can perform a PowerShell string states. The Replace method() and -Replace operator . The Replace() String Object method also has a built-in method that can help perform search and substitution operations - the replace() method. The replace method()
takes a maximum of four overloads. The acceptable set of loads for the replace() method is listed below. &lt;String&gt;. Replace(&lt;original&gt; &lt;substitute&gt;, [, &lt;ignoreCase&gt;][, &lt;culture&gt;]) The only required overload that is &lt;original&gt;and &lt;substitute&gt;. The &lt;ignoreCase&gt; and &lt;culture&gt; are



optional. In the example below, the code will search all instances of the comma (,) with a semicolon (;). $daysOfTheWeek = 'Monday,Tuesday,Thursday,Friday,Saturday,Sunday' $daysOfTheWeek.Replace(',';';')) Apart from replacing just a single character, you can also use the replace () method to search and replace
strings. The sample code below replaces the word day with night. $daysOfTheWeek = 'Monday,Tuesday,Thursday,Friday,Sunday,Sunday' $daysOfTheWeek.Replace('day','NIGHT') Replacing a matched string using the replace() option -Replace Operator Syntax for the replacement operator is shown below.
&lt;string&gt;-replace &lt;original&gt;, &lt;substitute&gt;With the syntax above, the sample code below replaces the word day with Night with -replace operator. $daysOfTheWeek = 'Monday,Tuesday,Thursday,Friday,Saturday,Sunday'$daysOfTheWeek -replace 'day','NIGHT' Replacing a matched character with the -
replace operator This next example uses a RegEx match to replace the strings with the -replace operator. The code below searches the here string for the string that matches (#. ) and replaces them with nothing. $daysOfTheWeek = @' 1. Line 1 2. Line 2 3. Line 3 4. Line 4 5. Line 5 '@$daysOfTheWeek -replace \d.\s,
Replacing a RegEx match by using the -replace String object has a method called SubString(). The SubString method() is used to extract strings in strings in specific locations. The SubString method syntax is listed below. &lt;String&gt;. Delstring(&lt;startIndex&gt;[,&lt;length&gt;]) StartIndex in the position index where
the SubString() method starts the search. The length parameter specifies the number of characters to return from startIndex. The length parameter is optional, and if not used, the SubString() method returns all characters. The following sample code retrieves that part of the $guid from Index 9 and returns exactly the 5
characters that follow. $guid = 'e957d74d-fa16-44bc-9d72-4bea54952d8a' $guid. SubString(9.5) This next example shows how you can use the PowerShell String Length property to dynamically define a startup index. The code below does the following: Gets the length of the string object. Captures the index of the
middle index by dividing the length by 2.Uses the middle index as&lt;/length&gt; &lt;/startIndex&gt; &lt;/String&gt; &lt;/substitute&gt; &lt;/string&gt; &lt;/culture&gt; &lt;/ignoreCase&gt; &lt;/substitute&gt; &lt;/original&gt; &lt;/culture&gt; &lt;/ignoreCase&gt; &lt;/substitute&gt; &lt;/original&gt; &lt;/String&gt; &lt;/String&gt; index
of the substring. $guid = 'e957d74d-fa16-44bc-9d72-4bea54952d8a' $guid. Delstring([int]($guid. Length/2)) Since the longitudinal value was not specified, the Substring() method returned all the characters from the starting index. Extracting a subsection from a dynamic starting position Comparison of PowerShell strings
You can also use PowerShell to compare strings using the built-in methods of the string object, such as compareto(), equals() and contains(). Or using the PowerShell comparison operators. Using the CompareTo() method, the CompareTo() method returns a value of 0 if the two strings are of the same value. For
example, the code below compares $string 1 = This is a string $string 2 = This is a string $string 1.CompareTo($string 2) And since the values are the same, the result must be 0, as shown below. Using the CompareTo() method to compare strings using the Equals() and -eq The Equals() and Eq operator method can be
used to check whether the value of the two strings is equal. The example below uses the Equals() method to compare the values for $string 1 and $string 2. $string 1 = This is a string $string 2 = This is not the same string $string 1. Equals ($string 2) The above code must return False because the values $string 1 and
$string 2 are not equal to each other. Comparing strings with the Equal method() The next sample code below uses -eq instead to compare the values $string 1 and $string 2. $string 1 = This is a string $string 2 = This is not the same string $string 1-eq $string 2 As you can see from the output below, the result is using -
eq and the Equal() method. Comparing strings with the Contain method use the eq operator() This example compares the two strings by checking whether the PowerShell string contains the substring for another string. The code below shows that $string 1 and $string 2 values are not the same. However, the value of
$string 2 is an underlining of $string 1. $string 1 = This is a string 1 $string 2 = This is a string $string 1. Contains($string 2) The result of the above code must be True, as shown below. Comparison of strings using the Contains method() Additional reading
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